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Background & Objectives

Changes need to be made!

- Encouraging everyone to use public transport
- Reduce organised transport
- Essex Travel Training was launched
- Tackling mobility issues
Target group

Anyone with an Additional Need

- We train people with limited mobility, learning difficulties and with sensory impairments
- Our aim is to give people more choice
- Trainees are referred by organisations
Implementation

No two people are the same

- We train people on a one to one basis
- There is no time limit to our training
Results

Opening doors

• Choice and control
• Social benefits are numerous
• A short case study
Working with the target group

Breaking down the barriers

- The benefits of travel training
- Recognise the barriers
- Life changing
Thank you

Jackie Brewer

Email:- Travel.Training@essex.gov.uk
Website:- www.travel-training.co.uk
Telephone:- 01245 437767
Mobile:-- 07920467048